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About This Game

Welcome to the "Paper Front"!

A new kind of classical tanks was embodied in an endless arcade.

 Select a map.
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At first glance (to me) this game looks like the old Atari game "Combat", but with graphics akin to notebook doodles.
And that easily equals a winner so I immediately scooped it up just a while ago. I'm sad to report though that upon

actually firing the thing up and giving it a shot "Paper Front" is lacking in many key areas. For starters, you constantly
have to enter the initial game's configuration upon booting it up. Every single time. It seems strange that the game can't
read my initial settings from an .ini file in a folder later but it doesn't. Another thing you'll see is that the main menu is
incredibly bare bones. The only way to exit the game is to press ESC, which immediately takes you the that main menu
again, where you again have to press the ESC key to exit to desktop. Even something as simple as a 'Quit' button would
be most welcome (and easy to add!). Anyhow, upon selecting one of only 3 stages to play on (only 3!) you're whisked
away to the battlefield. Right away I had tremendous difficuty with controlling the tank. The turret follows the mouse

okay, but the base of the tank is not only incredibly sluggish it's also hard to turn and move around. This wouldn't
necessarily be a bad thing however the enemy tanks they pit you against fire shells and missiles at an incredibly fast rate.

It's way too fast, it's almost like a semi-automatic machine gun instead of a tank cannon. You can and will easily get
blown up by these lightning fast munitions while you sit there struggling with the controls. Worse, the sound effects for
projectiles don't match up to how many bullets you shoot (ex. you'll fire off 8 bullets but maybe only hear 5-6 BOOM

sound effects). There is some great potential here, however this game needs a lot of work. Combat, a game from 1980 or
thereabouts, has much better controls and proves that simple tank games like this can be very fun if done well. As it

stands right now I can't fully recommend Paper Front but hope they work on it more and get it up to snuff someday. P.S:
There is a plea from the devs in the news section here asking for more sales / funding to incorporate a multiplayer

system for the game. While this is admirable, I really think they should fix the base game before attempting to tackle
multiplayer, which is infinitiely more difficult than what they've been able to provide thus far.. Good implementation of

old games about tanks + an interesting visual part. I thought this was a fun and entertaining game :)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKBAj9Nrb4s
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